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THE CLASSICAL REVIEW

even vulgar, whether long ago on the
Esquiline or now at Hampstead. Quite
so. Out of such things the stuff of life
is woven. Horace has distilled from

it an essence, has immortalised it. That
is what poetry and poetry alone can do.

J. W. MACKAIL.
London.

OLD CRITICS OF THE TEACHING OF T H E CLASSICS.

T H E criticism of classical studies has
been very active of late. Many writers
in the periodical press, quite uninformed
of the changes that have taken place in
the higher school curriculum since they
left school, have misrepresented the
public schools and the grammar schools
of the country as places where, in the
words of The New Statesman, ' natural
science is still only a tolerated " extra,"
and classical education still dominates
the curriculum.' Such writers are
ignorant not only of the remarkable
developments in the teaching of modern
languages, and of the natural science
which have taken place during the last
two decades, but also of the results of
the great Education Act of 1902. That
Act has given Local Education Authori-
ties a statutory footing in secondary
education. The result has been the
absorption into the national state-aided
and rate-aided system of many old-
established schools, grammar schools
and others, and the foundation of a vast
number of new Municipal and County
Secondary Schools, in a large proportion
of which, particularly boys' schools,
science is supreme, and the classics, so
far from being a ' tolerated extra,' find
no place at all.

A fresh impetus has been given to
the development of these state schools
by the Act of 1918, and the progress
since 1902, remarkable as it is, is
nothing to what may be expected,
despite all economic difficulties in the
next ten years. The whole population
of the public schools and independent
grammar schools and girls' high schools
will then be in quantity, if not in
quality, negligible as compared with
the thousands swarming in the State
Secondary Schools. It behoves all in-
terested in the maintenance of the
humanities, ancient as well as modern,
to take stock of the position, and to
exert themselves to avert the danger to

which the Prime Minister's Committee
on Science and Mathematics has in its
recent report pointedly drawn attention.
The Chairman of the Committee was
Sir J. J. Thomson, and the Committee
contained many other eminent repre-
sentatives of science. Nothing could be
more drastic than their condemnation
of the one-sided education in science,
which they evidently found to be too
common. The following is the sub-
stance of paragraph 56 of their Report:

All through the science course the
greatest care should be taken to insist on
the accurate use of the English language,
and the longer the time given to science,
the greater becomes the responsibility of
the teacher in this matter. It is not always
recognised that there are excellent oppor-
tunities for teaching clear writing in con-
nection with everyday laboratory work. A
boy may fail to write a good essay because
his command of English is insufficient to
express what he would like to say, or because
he has little or nothing to say on the sub-
ject ; but if he has been doing an experiment,
he should at least be able to describe what
he did and what he saw, in simple and com-
prehensible language, in the plain English of
educated people. The conventional jargon
of laboratories, which is far too common in
much that is written on pure and on applied
science, is quite out of place in schools.
The science master cannot be allowed to
repudiate responsibility for the English, in
which the work of his class is written.

There is a tendency at present in some
schools to discourage boys from reading
anything about their science work, except
the notes which they take in class and in
the laboratory. We consider that this
policy is most pernicious. . . .

The practice of discouraging private
reading is responsible for the tendency
which has become more noticeable in
recent years, for students of science at the
universities to rely entirely on the instruc-
tion they get in lectures. Some of them
seem to have lost any desire to read for
themselves, and from want of practice lack
the ability to use books to any advan-
tage. . . .

That is the danger of the future, not
the domination of the classics in educa-
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tion ; and the prospect should give food
enough for thought to the critics to
whom we have been alluding.

But there are other critics, and within
the classical camp, who are in full sym-
pathy with the humanities, who, like
the eminent representatives of science
who served on the Science and Mathe-
matics Committee, are determined that
science and humanities shall proceed
side by side, or even interpenetrate one
another, and who are seeking for re-
forms in method which will economise
time and secure for all fit pupils, what-
ever section of society they come from,
and whatever district of the country
they live in, the essentials of an educa-
tion which has its spiritual as well as its
material elements. These critics, better
informed, cannot conceal from them-
selves the necessity of insuring the
provision for the future of scholars or
specialists who can not only teach as a
master should, but who may also be
expected to carry on that research, with-
out which no progress is possible, and
all knowledge but crambe repetita.

Many are the criticisms and sugges-
tions that are flowing in; but it is in-
teresting and amusing to observe how
few of them are new. The harassed
teacher of to-day may find some con-
solation, and perhaps instruction, in
a few extracts from the English peda-
gogic literature of the sixteenth and the
seventeenth centuries.1

To begin with let us take the ruth-
less condemnation of the classics alto-
gether which we get from people like
Sir Harry Johnston. He suggests, in
The New Statesman of November 13,
1920, that 'if there are beautiful
thoughts, sudden perceptions of un-
dying truths, original apothegms and
genuine wit in Latin and Greek, are
there not sentences equally pregnant of ,

1 The works cited are the following, viz. : Sir
Thomas Elyot's Boke Named the Governour
(1531), in Everyman's Library ; Roger Ascham's
Scholemaster (1570), in Professor J. E. B.
Mayor's edition, published by Bell and Daldy in
1863 ; Brinsley's Ludus Literatius (1613), and
Hoole's New Discovery of the Old Art of
Teaching Schoole, both in Professor Campagnac's
scholarly edition, published by the Liverpool
University Press and Messrs. Constable.
Quotations from Milton are from the Amster-
dam edition of 1698.

value in the Ila language of South
Central Africa?' And he goes on to
state that ' translations fortunately
pullulate' of all the more important
authors, giving whatever access is neces-
sary to ' the vapid, diffuse, confused,
reiterated, ill - founded, philosophies,
sentiments, ideals, records, and aspira-
tions of the Greeks and Romans who
lived between 1000 B.C. and A.D. 500.'
Against this we may set a racy extract2

from Professor Mayor's edition of
Ascham (p. 245):

Erasmi Epist. 346 (A.D. 1519): 'England
has two celebrated Universities, Cambridge
and Oxford. Greek is taught at both, but
at Cambridge without disturbance, as its
school is under the government of John
Fisher, Bp. of Rochester, a divine not *
only in learning, but in life. At Oxford, on
the other hand, when a young scholar of
rare attainments lectured in Greek with
much success, a barbarian began in an
address to the people to rave against
Greek learning with great and vehement
abuse. The king, however, who is a patron
of literature and himself not unlearned,
being then in the neighbourhood, and
hearing of the case through More and Pace,
gave order, that all who desired might
embrace Greek studies. So those brawlers
were silenced. Hear another story of a
piece with this. A certain divine, preach-
ing at court before the same king, began
no less impudently than blockishly to rant
against Greek and the new interpreters.
Pace looked towards the king, to see how
he took it; who by and bye smiled pleasantly
at Pace. Sermon ended, the divine was
sent for, and More appointed to defend
Greek against him. The king was pleased
to be present at the disputation. When
More had spoken at length and with great-
eloquence, and all now awaited the divine's
reply, he fell straightway on his knees,
begging pardon and excusing his fault
on the plea, that during his sermon a
spirit had possessed him to speak against
the Greek language. Then said the king,
" This spirit was not Christ's, but the spirit
of folly." He then asked, "had he read
any work of Erasmus ? " (For the king
had marked that he had aimed some shafts
at me.) "No." "A plain proof," replied
the king, " of sottishness, to condemn what
you have not read." On this our divine,
" I have read one thing, called Moria."
Here Pace broke in, "A fit argument,
your grace, for this reader." Lastly the
divine bethought him of another enthy-
meme to palliate his offence. " I the less

2 Messrs. George Bell and Son have kindly
given permission to print this extract from
Mayor's Notes in Bell and Daldy's edition.
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distaste Greek, because it is derived from
the Hebrew." The king, amazed at the
man's rare folly, had him begone; but on
condition that he should never come back
to preach in court. . . .'

Cf. the very interesting ' ORATIONES
RICHARDI CROCI duae altera a cura qua
utilitatem laudemque | Graecae linguae
tractat, altera a tem| pore, qua hortatus est
Canta-|brigienses ne deserto-|res essent
eius-|dem.' Paris 1520. . . . In a second
speech 'qua Cantabrigienses est hortatus,
ne Graecarum literarum desertores essent,'
(fo. c. 7. vo.) he says that some have been
discouraging the study of Greek. But who
are they? he asks. Those who hate
Greek, because they are ignorant of Latin)
who fear that their barbarism may be ex-
posed, for which they fight as for hearth
and home, and by which they court fame
' apud pullatum circulum.' They cry that
religion is in danger, and rave In their
sermons against Greek learning till they
are hoarse. He conjures them by the
honour of the university to allow every
science and every language to be taught;
especially that without which others cannot
be understood. ' For what have we, we
Latins, I say, that we have not borrowed
from Greece ? Some will mutter that all
Greek books have long since been turned
into Latin. What then? Does not the Greek
survive ? Tell me, learned Sir (if I may
call you learned "qui tarn impie deliras"),
what will you do when versions disagree ?
Must you not, as Augustine bids, recur to
the Greek original ?' etc

Tyndall against More (Works of
Tyndall, Frith, and Barnes, 1573, fol.)
fo. k. k. 5. vo. : 'Within this xxx yeares
and farre lesse, and yet dureth unto this
day, the old barkyng curres Dunces dis-
ciples and lyke draffe called Scotistes, the
children of darkenesse, raged in every
pulpit agaynst Greke, Latin, and Hebrue,
and what sorrow the Scholemasters that
taught the true Latin toung had with them,
some beatyng the pulpit with theyr fistes
for madnesse and roaryng out with open
and foming mouth, that if there were but
one Tirence or Virgil in the world and that
same in their sieves and a fire before them,
they would burne them therein, though
it would cost them their lives, affirming that
all good learnyng decayed and was utterly
lost sence men gave them unto the Latin
toung ?'

The argument from the existence of Latin
translations to the uselessness of Greek
studies is well met by Conr. Heresbach
'de laudibus Graecarum literarum. Argent.
1551.' Fo. 22, 23 ; cf. 26 : ' Thomas Scotus;
Bonaventura,' say the enemies of letters,
' the subtle, seraphic, irrefragable doctors,
were content without Greek, why should
we be wiser than they ? These languages
have filled the world with heresies.' ' Not
long since 1 heard a monk declaiming in a
church. " Of late," says he, " a new lan-
guage has been discovered, called Greek ;

beware of it, it is the mother of all these
heresies," and I shudder to repeat what he
added, " in this language a book has been
published, now in all men's hands, called
the New Testament, a book full of toads
and vipers." He went on to say that
another language was springing up, called
Hebrew; "They who learn this become
Jews." ' Cf. Erasmi Opera, i. 900 A; v.
78 C. seq. ; ix. 88, 780 seq., 1699 E ; and
on the ' Greeks' and ' Trojans,5 Wood's
Annals, A.D. 1519. Some may be surprised
to find Hobbes in the company' Obscurorum
Virorum.' Yet see Behemoth, 148 : ' Now
. . . we have the Scripture in English, and
preaching in English, I see no great need
of Latin, Greek, and Hebrew.'

Next let us take the complaint that
too much time in the teaching of
classics is spent over the painful study
of grammar. Says Sir Thomas Elyot
in The Governour :

I wyll nat contende who, amonge them
that do write grammers of greke, (whiche
nowe all most be innumerable,) is the beste :
but that I referre to the discretion of a
wyse mayster. Alway I wolde aduyse hym
nat to detayne the childe to longe in that
tedious labours, eyther in the greke or
latyne grammer. For a gentyll wytte is
therewith sone fatigate.

Grammer beinge but an introduction to
the understanding of autors, if it be made
to longe or exquisite to the lerner, hit in a
maner mortifieth his corage: And by that
time he cometh to the most swete and
pleasant redinge of olde autours, the sparkes
of feruent desire of lernynge is extincte
with the burdone of grammer, lyke as a
lyttel fyre is sone quenched with a great
heape of small stickes : so that it can neuer
come to the principall logges where it
shuld longe bourne in a great pleasaunt
fire.

John Milton's preface to his Latin
Grammar, ' Accedence Commc'd
Grammar Supply'd with Sufficient
Rules for the Use of such as are
desirous to attain the Latin Tongue,'
contains the following:

It hath bin long a general complaint,
not without cause, in the bringing up of
youth, and still is, that the tenth part of
man's life, ordinarily extended, is taken up
in learning, and that very scarcely, the
Latin Tongue. Which tardy proficience
may be attributed to several causes: In
particular, the making two Labours of one,
by learning first the Accedence, then the
Grammar in Latin, e'er the Language of
those Rules be understood. The only
remedy of this, was to join both Books into
one, and in the English Tongue ; wherby
the long way is much abbreviated, and the
labour of understanding much more easy.
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Hoole, in his New Discovery, says :
This I require aforehand (which Mr.

Mulchaster also wisht for) that a childe
may have his reading perfect, and ready
in both the English and Latine tongue,
and that he can write a fair hand before
ever he dream of his Grammar. For these
will make him he shall never complain of
after difficulties, but cheerefully make a won-
derful riddance in the rest of his learning.

The commonly received way to teach
children the first Rudiments of Latine-
Speech, is to put them to read the Accidents
once or twice over, and then to let them
get it without book by several parts, not
respecting at all whether they understand
it, or not. Thus they spend two or three
years (for the most part) in a wearisome
toile to no purpose, not knowing all the
while what use they are to make of their
book, nor what the learning of such a
multitude of Rules may tend to, and in the
interim of getting the Accidents by heart (if
great care be not taken) they loose that
ability of Reading English, which they
brought from the Petty-Schoole ; and this
makes the Parents cry out against Learn-
ing Latine, and complain of their Childrens
not profiting at the Grammar-Schooles,
whence they are therefore sometimes taken
and sent back again to a Mistresse or
Dame to learn English better.

It will be noted that Hoole alludes to
a complaint that children lose their
English in learning Latin. The same
complaint was very faithfully dealt
with by Brinsley before him, in his
Ludus Literarius:

It were much to be wished, that none
might bee admitted to the Grammar
schooles, untill they were able to reade
English : as namely, that they could reade
the New Testament perfectly, and that they
were in their Accidences, or meet to enter
into them.

. . . concerning the complaint of the
Parents for their children going backward
in reading English, when they first learne
Latine ; the chiefe fault in truth is in the
Parents themselves; although wee poore
schoolemasters must be sure to beare all.
For if such murmuring Parents would but
cause their children, every day after dinner
or supper, or both, to reade a Chapter of the
Bible, or a piece of a Chapter, as leisure
would permit, and to doe it constantly;
thereby to shew their love to the Lord, and
his Word, and their desire to have the
Word dwell plentifully in their houses, to
have their children trained up in it, as
young Timothy was; then, I say, this
complaint would soon be at an end : for
they should either see then, their children
to increase in this, or else they should
discerne the fault to bee in their children's
dulnesse, and not in our neglect.

As Latin was in the sixteenth and at
least the early part of the seventeenth
century still spoken as well as written
by many educated people, the direct,
or at least the oral, method of teaching
Latin must have been common enough.
Here is a passage from Brinsley's Ludus
Literarius on the subject.

In examining the Syntax, it is best to do
it in Latine : for by that time they will
be well able to do it so, if they be rightly
trained up. And it will much helpe them,
as was said, to speake and to parse in
Latine : yet still asking the question also in
English, and answering both in English
and Latine, so farre as need is; as thus,
out of the words :

Q. Quot sunt concordantiae ?
R. Tres.
Q. Quae est concordantia prima ?
R. Nominatiui & verbi.
Q. Verbum personale cum quo cohoe-

ret?
R. Cum Nominatiuo, &c, &c.

We are strongly urged to get children
on to reading easy texts as soon as
possible to counteract the tedium of
grammar. On this Hoole says:

Let them procure Aesops Fables then in
English and Latine, and the rather because
they will take delight in reading the Tales,
and the moral in a Language which they
already understand, and will be helped
thereby to construe the Latine of themselves.
And herein I would have them to take
a whole Fable and its moral at one Lesson
(so that it do not exceed six periods).

Brinsley, again before Hoole, cannot
be too explicit in his recommendation
of the free use of translations, and he
takes a wide view, embracing the
needs not only of young boys, but also
of 'weaker schoolemasters,' weaker
scholars in the Universities, and those
who, like many of us in these later
days, have grown rusty in Greek and
and Latin, and have hailed the advent
of the Loeb Classics. Here is the gist of
what Brinsley has to say on the value
and use of translations :

To helpe the yonger schollers to under-
stand their lectures, so farre as need is. . . .

Also to take their lectures for most part
of themselves, as was said ; to get and
bring their lectures more surely and sooner
then by the Masters teaching alone, as a
little experience will shew. . . .

To save all the labour of learning most
Authours without booke, as all Authors in
prose ; which labour in many schooles is
one of the greatest tortures to the poor
schollers, and cause of impatience and too
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much severity to the Masters, though with
very little good for most part: to be able as
it were by playing, onely reading their
Authors out of the English over and over,
at meet times, to have them much better
for all true use and each good purpose,
then by all saying without booke ; to trouble
the memory only with getting rules of
Grammars and the like, and such other of
most necessary use, as the Poets : which
also are exceedingly furthered hereby. . . .

These will be also a helpe to many weaker
Schoolemasters, for right and certaine con-
struction, without so oft seeking Dictionaries
for English, and proprietie of words . . .

Also, weaker schollers in the Universities,
who have not been so well grounded in the
Grammar schooles, may proceed in their
private studies, by the use of some of these
translations. . . .

Likewise, any who have lost the know-
ledge of the Latine tongue, may recover it
hereby within a short time ; and they who
have had but a smattering, or some little
beginning, may soone come to understand
any ordinary Author, and proceed with
pleasure and certainty. . . .

Among matters that are now being
questioned is the desirability of learning
Latin alone, without Greek, or Greek
without Latin. There will be general
agreement that after a certain stage the
two languages are an absolutely neces-
sary complement to one another for
anyone who pretends to even a modicum
of scholarship in either. One of the
most remarkable and most successful
developments of recent days has been
the establishment in the modern Uni-
versities of Honours Schools in Latin
and Greek up to a pass standard, or
vice versa, with a proviso that for
those who distinguish themselves in
one language facilities are provided for
an additional year's study, during which
they may bring up their subsidiary
language to an honours standard. A
protagonist in this movement is Pro-
fessor Conway of Manchester. But for
a delightful condemnation of any
attempt to be satisfied with Latin with-
out Greek let us hear what Ascham
has to say:

I say farder, though it be not unposible,
yet it is verie rare and mervelous hard to
prove excellent in the Latin tong, for him
that is not also well seene in the Greeke
tong. . . . I have bene a looker on in the
Cokpit of learning thies many yeares :
And one Cock onelie have I knowne, which
with one wing even at this day doth passe all
other, in myne opinion, that ever I saw in
any pitte in England, though they had two

winges. Yet neverthelesse, to flie well with
one wing, to runne fast with one leg, be
rather rare Maisteries moch to be merveled
at, than sure examples safelie tobefolowed.
A Bushop that now liveth, a good man,
whose judgement in Religion I better like,
than his opinion in perfitnes in other
learning, said once unto me : we have no
nede now of the Greeke tong, when all
thinges be translated into Latin. But the
good man understood not, that even the
best translation is for mere necessitie but
an evill imped wing to flie withall, or a
hevie stompe leg of wood to go withall :
soch, the hier they flie, the sooner they
falter and faill: the faster they runne, the
ofter they stumble, and sorer they fall.

If the reader is not wearied with
these extracts he may brace himself to
read one more, a magnificent passage
from Milton's famous letter to Master
Samuel Hartlib; he will probably be
merely refreshing his memory when he
cons this passage, which refers to more
than one point already touched upon :

And though a Linguist should pride
himself to have all the Tongues that Babel
cleft the world into, yet if he have not
studied the solid things in them as well as
the Words and Lexicons, he were nothing so
much to be esteem'd a learned man, as any
Yeoman or Tradesman competently wise in
his Mother-Dialect only. Hence appear
the many mistakes which have made
Learning generally so unpleasing and so
unsuccessful; first we do amiss to spend
seven or eight years meerly in scraping
together so much miserable Latin and
Greek, as might be learnt otherwise easily
and delightfully in one year. And that
which casts our proficiency therein so much
behind, is our time lost partly in too oft idle
vacancies given both to Schools and Uni-
versities, partly in a preposterous exaction,
forcing the empty wits of Children to com-
pose Theams, Verses, and Orations, which
are the acts of ripest judgment, and the final
work of a head fill'd by long reading and
observing, with elegant maxims, and
copious invention. These are not matters
to be wrung from poor striplings, like
blood out of the nose, or the plucking of
untimely fruit : besides the ill habit which
they get of wretched barbarizing against the
Latin and Greek idiom, with thir untutor"d
Anglicisms, odious to be read, yet not to
be avoided without a well continued and
judicious conversing among pure Authors
digested, which they scarce taste ; wheras,
if after some preparatory grounds of speech
by thir certain forms got into memory,
they were led to the praxis therof in some
chosen short book lesson'd throughly to
them, they might then forthwith proceed to
learn the substance of good things, and
Arts in due order, which would bring the
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whole Language quickly into thir power.
This I take to be the most rational and
most profitable way of learning Languages,
and wherby we may best hope to give
account to God of our youth spent
herein. . . .

For thir Studies. First they should
begin with the chief and necessary rules of
som good Grammar, either that now us'd,
or any better : and while this is doing, thir
speech is to be fashion'd to a distinct and
clear pronuntiation, as near as may be to
the Italian, especially in the Vowels. For
we Englishmen being far Northerly, do
not open our mouths in the cold air, wide
enough to grace a Southern Tongue; but
are observ'd by all other Nations to speak
exceeding close and inward: so that to
smatter Latin with an English mouth, is as
ill a hearing as Law-French. Next to make
them expert in the usefullest points of
Grammar, and withal to season them and

win them early to the love of Vertue and
true Labour, e're any flattering seducement,
or vain principle seize them wandering,
som easy and delightful Book of Education
would be read to them ; wherof the Greeks
have store, as Celebs, Plutarch, and other
Socratic Discourses. But in Latin we have
none of classic authority extant, except the
two or three first Books of Quintilian, and
some select pieces elswhere. But here
the main skill and groundwork will be, to
temper them such Lectures and Explana-
tions upon every opportunity as may lead
and draw them in willing obedience, en-
flam'd with the study of Learning, and the
admiration of Vertue ; stir'd up with high
hopes of living to be brave Men, and
worthy Patriots, dear to God, and famous to
all Ages."

J. G. LEGGE.

Liverpool.

THE HOMERIC HYMNS.

XIV

t9 'Ep/j.fjv.

, dpiar)fid re £pya T^TVKTO •12 tt's re

THIS line is generally regarded as an
interpolation; but whether it be the
work of the author of the hymn or not,
there is no justification for the usual
misinterpretation of the writer's plain
meaning. There was a secret we are
told in the opening lines unknown to
immortal gods and mortal men, the
secret of the. birth of Hermes. The
approaching fulfilment of the purpose
of Zeus renders secrecy no longer
necessary, and there is a full disclosure.
This is stated in our line, ' He brought
the facts to light and they stood
revealed,' and is quite in accord with
the rest of the Hymn. The parentage^
of Hermes is known to himself, to"
Apollo, and to all the assembled Olym->
pians. Only Zeus jestingly speaks as
if he did not know, 330-2; but v. 378,

KO.1 y&p ipeio irarrip <pi\os etixecu tivai.,

which is decisive enough, one would
think, for anybody.

Now listen to those inimitable critics,
Messrs. Allen and Sikes, on the words
el's re ̂ ow? ayayev : ' This view (i.e., the

l i I h j i ) i
^ yy (

explanation I have just given) is most
improbable; the object at all events

can hardly be anything but
After accusing the writer of the hymn
of clumsiness and inaccuracy, they
roundly declare : ' The fact that «'? $o«o9
ayayev is an exact equivalent of not TOT''
eyeivaTo vaiSa (13) presents no great
difficulty in this hymn.'

Now where is the improbability?
There is none, unless we assume that
the author was such a dolt that he
could not possibly have held a view
consistent with common sense. The
next statement that the object can
hardly be anything but iraiSa is not so
plainly indefensible. It proceeds from
the assumption that the writer was
closely imitating T 118 e/c 8' ayaye nrpo
(j>docrSe, U 188, both dealing with
midwifery. But in the old epic new
matter is continually presented in old
formulae: cf. B 721 and e 395. The
very expression here used may be found
parce detorta in H. Dem. 338 e? <f>do$
igaydyoi in a different connexion. No
valid objection can therefore be taken
to the application of the words to the
revelation of secret action. A poet
cannot be restricted and tied up in this
way to suit the fancy of a narrow-
minded criticism which next moment
expands, and can see no great difficulty
in the wild extravagance of a meaning-
less tautology in two consecutive lines.


